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Working for Yourself
Learn how to navigate the latest changes to the tax law— and save big on your taxes! For most people, tax time is the most dreaded time of the year. After
the recent tax overhaul enacted by Congress, taxpayers are more anxious and confused than ever. Lower Your Taxes—Big Time! helps you understand how
the latest tax bill affects your personal and business taxes. Fully updated for the 2019 – 2020 season, this essential book covers everything you need to
know about saving money on tax day—and every other day of the year. Whether you're a consultant, business owner, independent contractor, or home filer,
you'll learn how to legally, morally and ethically take advantage of the tax system to get a yearly subsidy of $5,000 or more back from the IRS—and
bulletproof your records forever. Written by tax expert and former IRS attorney Sandy Botkin, this is a must-have resource for saving thousands of dollars
at tax time. Lower Your Taxes Big Time! shows you how to: •Properly document any business deduction so you never have to worry about being
audited•Get a tax subsidy of $5,000 or more for starting up your own home-based business •Turn tuition, entertainment, orthodontia, and other expenses
into huge deductions •Take advantage of small-business tax changes and extensions recently passed by the American Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, and
more.•Learn how to easily navigate and maximize the new 20% pass through deduction for most small businesses

475 Tax Deductions for Businesses and Self-Employed Individuals
Rev. ed. of: 422 tax deductions for businesses & self employed individuals. 5th ed. c2004.

Nolo’s Guide to Single-Member LLCs
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The Tax Rules Have Changed. Your Business Should, Too. The Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017 marks the biggest tax reform in more than 30 years. The
changes to the tax code are complex (especially for the small-business owner), but you don't have to go it alone. CPA and Attorney Mark J. Kohler delivers
a comprehensive analysis of the new tax and legal structure you desperately need to help make the new tax law work for you. In this revised edition of The
Tax and Legal Playbook, Kohler reveals clear-cut truths about tax and legal planning and delivers a practical, play-by-play guide that helps you build
wealth, save on taxes, and protect your assets. Using real-world case studies, tax-savvy tips, game plans, and discussion points, Kohler coaches you through
the complexities of the tax game of the small-business owner. You'll also learn how to: Examine your business needs and pick the right business entity for
you Build your personal and corporate credit in eight steps Implement affordable asset protection strategies Take advantage of underutilized business tax
deductions Pick the right health-care, retirement, and estate plans Bring on partners and investors the right way Plan for your future with self-directed
retirement funds Reading from cover to cover or refer to each chapter as needed, you will come away wiser and better equipped to make the best decisions
for your business, your family, and yourself.

Deduct It!
Tax Deductions for Professionals
Start your business off on the right footReady to be your own boss? Congratulations! This book provides all the legal and tax information you
need.Whether you need to draft a contract, price your services, maximize your tax deductions, or sort out your benefits options, we've got you covered. Find
out how to:• determine how much to charge your clients• write legally binding contracts and letter agreements • qualify for independent contractor tax
treatment• make the most of your tax deductions• get benefits (including health coverage)• keep accurate records in case you get audited• make sure you're
paid in full and on timeThe 9th edition is completely revised to provide the up-to-date information you need, including recent changes in tax law and new
benefit options available through Obamacare.

Deduct It!
In her debut book Dear Debt, personal finance expert Melanie Lockert combines her endearing and humorous personal narrative with practical tools to help
readers overcome the crippling effects of debt. Drawing from her personal experience of paying off eighty thousand dollars of student loan debt, Melanie
provides a wealth of money-saving tips to help her community of debt fighters navigate the repayment process, increase current income, and ultimately
become debt-free. By breaking down complex financial concepts into clear, manageable tools and step-by-step processes, Melanie has provided a venerable
guide to overcoming debt fatigue and obtaining financial freedom. Inside Dear Debt you will learn to: - Find the debt repayment strategy most effective for
your needs - Avoid spending temptations by knowing your triggers - Replace expensive habits with cheaper alternatives - Become a frugal friend without
being rude - Start a side hustle to boost your current income - Negotiate your salary to maximize value - Develop a financial plan for life after debt
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Dear Debt
Don’t sweat the IRS! The information you need to minimize your taxes and avoid audits. At least 10% of the American workforce are now gig workers
who obtain jobs through online hiring platforms like Uber, Lyft, Upwork, TaskRabbit and many others. Gig workers are typically treated as self-employed,
which means their taxes are far more complicated than those of traditional employees. Many gig workers lose valuable deductions or otherwise overpay
their taxes or get in trouble with the IRS because they don't understand the tax rules that apply to them. Tax Guide for Gig Workers explains: how a gig
worker is classified for tax purposes how to pay self-employment and estimated taxes what deductions to take how to lower their taxes by taking advantage
of the new 20% pass-through deduction what records to keep, and more. Whether you drive for Uber or Lyft, code for Upwork clients, or perform paid
chores through TaskRabbit, this book gives you the practical information you need to minimize your taxes while avoiding problems with the IRS.

Home Business Tax Deductions
Updated to include information on the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, including the 20% pass-through deduction available to SMLLC owners Single-member
LLCs are the new business entity of choice for small businesses with one owner. Easy to form and operate, Single Member LLCs combine some of the
most desirable features of older, more traditional business structures like corporations, partnerships, and sole proprietorships. With a Single Member LLC,
you get personal liability protection, pass-through taxation, and flexibility of management. This book provides an overview of everything you need to know
about Single Member LLCs, including: what forms and documents you need to create an SMLLC how to initially fund an SMLLC what your options are
for managing an SMLLC how to prepare taxes for an SMLLC what kinds of records you need to maintain for your SMLLC, and liability issues specific to
SMLLCs. Nolo’s Guide to Single-Member LLCs has all the essential information you need to decide whether an SMLLC is the right choice for your
business. The book includes a sample operating agreement and written consent forms as well as tips and examples throughout to help clarify the most
important points.

Profit First
Deduct It!: Lower Your Small Business Taxes
Are you paying more taxes than you have to? The IRS is certainly not going to tell you about a deduction you failed to take, and your accountant won’t
catch everything. This invaluable book not only lists the individual items that are deductible in your home-based business—from utilities to that part of the
home where you work—but also explains where to list them on your income tax form.

Keep What You Earn
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Between 1995 and 2010, millions of Americans moved between the states, taking with them over $2 trillion in adjusted gross incomes. Two trillion dollars
is equivalent to the GDP of California, the ninth largest in the world. It’s a lot of money. Some states, like Florida, saw tremendous gains ($86.4 billion),
while others, like New York, experienced massive losses ($58.6 billion). People moved, and they took their working wealth with them. The question is,
why? Why did Americans move so much of their income from state to state? Which states benefitted and which states suffered? And why does it matter?
Using official statistics from the IRS, How Money Walks explores the hows, whys, and impact of this massive movement of American working wealth.
Consider these facts. Between 1995 and 2010: The nine states with no personal income taxes gained $146.2 billion in working wealth The nine states with
the highest personal income tax rates lost $107.4 billion The 10 states with the lowest per capita state-local tax burdens gained $69.9 billion The 10 states
with the highest per capita state-local tax burdens lost $139 billion Money—and people—moved from high-tax states to low-tax ones. And the tax that
seemed to matter the most? The personal income tax. The states with no income taxes gained the greatest wealth, while the states with the highest income
taxes lost the most. Why does this matter? Because the robust presence of working wealth is the leading indicator of economic health. The states that gained
working wealth are growing and thriving. The states that lost working wealth lost their most precious cargo—their tax base—and the consequences are dire:
stagnation, deterioration, an economic death spiral as they continue to raise taxes and lose people, businesses, and working wealth. The numbers don't lie.
___________________ “When I read How Money Walks, I thought, ‘It’s about time.’ Finally, we have a book that addresses one of our nation’s most
critical (yet rarely discussed) fiscal issues: the migration of working wealth as a direct result of personal income tax rates. Brown’s book paints a clear
portrait of where money goes and why. How Money Walks should be required reading for anyone who wants to understand why some states struggle to
retain people and businesses while others welcome billions of new dollars each year.” Dr. Arthur Laffer Founder and chairman, Laffer Associates and
Laffer Investments Former economic advisor to President Ronald Reagan

Independent Contractor, Sole Proprietor, and LLC Taxes
Maximize your bottom line with the nation's most trusted small business tax guide J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2019 is the small business owner's
ultimate guide to a money-saving, stress-free tax season. Providing straightforward advice from the nation's most trusted tax expert on small business taxes,
this book gives you the answers you need quickly, with clear, concise guidance. Updated to cover changes from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and other
legislation, this edition also includes an e-supplement covering additional developments from Congress and the IRS to keep you fully up-to-date. A
complete listing of all available business deductions and credits helps you identify those you qualify for, and includes critical information on dollar limits,
recordkeeping requirements, and how to actually take the write-off—all the way down to the IRS form to use. Organizational and planning strategies help
you get through the process quickly and with fewer headaches, and this year's changes to the tax laws are explained in terms of how they affect your filing.
Keeping up with the intricacies of tax law and filing is a full-time job—but it's not your full-time job. You have a business to run. This book gives you the
guidance you need in the time that you have so you can get taxes out of the way and get back to work. Learn which expenses qualify for deductions—and
which ones don't Adopt a more organized recordkeeping system to streamline the filing process Explore small-business-specific strategies for starting or
closing a business, running a sideline business, and operating in multiple businesses Decode the various forms and worksheets correctly with step-by-step
guidance Audit-proof your return Review obligations for the “other taxes,” including payroll and excise taxes Every year, millions of small business
owners overpay their taxes because they lack the time and expertise to make tax-sensitive business decisions throughout the year only to learn that it’s too
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late to act when it comes to tax time. Now you can put your money back where it belongs—in your business. J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2019 helps
you take wise actions during the year and tells you how to file completely and accurately while maximizing your bottom line.

Every Airbnb Host's Tax Guide
Only a small number of the deductions that business owners and the self-employed are entitled to take are listed in the IRS instructions. The rest can be
found here. The author explains hundreds of write-offs in an easy-reference format.

Tax Savvy for Small Business
Many tax books promise readers a radical reduction in taxes (or no taxes at all). All too often, they tout obscure tax strategies that apply to nearly no oneor
doubtful schemes that may draw unwelcome attention from the IRS.Written by veteran USA TODAY financial columnist Sandra Block and bestselling tax
writer Stephen Fishman, EasyWays to Lower Your Taxes has useful insights and legitimate tactics that many readers can employ to lower their tax bills. It
explains, in plain English, the rules of tax planning: Boost tax-free income Get a lower tax rate Defer paying taxes Make the most of deductions Take
advantage of exemptions Identify and use credits Shift income to other taxpayers Each rule is fleshed out with plenty of ideas, excerpts, strategies and
examples, as well as dozens of USA TODAY Snapshots.

Working for Yourself
Find all of the following, explained in plain-English with no legal jargon: Business Taxation 101: A brief primer on tax topics in general, especially as they
apply to businesses. Home Office Deduction: How to ensure you qualify for it and how to calculate it. Estimated Tax payments: When and how to pay
them, as well as an easy way to calculate each payment. Self-Employment Tax: What it is, why it exists, and how to calculate it. Business Retirement Plans:
What the different types are, and which one is best for you. Numerous Business Deductions: Several deductions explained in detail, including how to make
sure you can qualify to take them and how to maximize them. Audit Protection: Learn what records you need to keep (and how long to keep them) in order
to protect yourself in case of an audit.

U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens
Maximize your tax deductions Rental real estate provides more tax benefits than almost any other investment. Every Landlord's Tax Deduction Guide is the
only book that focuses exclusively on IRS rules and deductions for landlords. The book covers the latest tax laws, including changes under the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) that are particularly beneficial to landlords. Learn about landlord tax classifications, reporting rental
income, hiring workers, and depreciation. Find out how to: handle casualty and theft losses distinguish between repairs and improvements deduct home
office, car, travel, and meals keep proper tax records and much more. Filled with practical advice and real-world examples, Every Landlord's Tax
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Deduction Guide will save you money by making sure you owe less to the IRS at tax time. This edition is updated to cover changes under the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).

Easy Ways to Lower Your Taxes
Reduce your taxes Deduct It! shows you how to maximize your business deductions—quickly, easily, and legally. Whether your business is just starting or
well established, this book is indispensable to your financial success. It covers deductions for: start-up and operating expenses travel and meals home
offices medical expenses equipment and inventory and more. Learn about the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and how it affects small business owners, including
the new 20% pass-through deduction and changes to entertainment and other business deductions and credits. Easy to read and full of real-world examples,
Deduct It! will pay for itself many times over. This edition is updated to cover changes under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.

The Tax and Legal Playbook
The book the IRS doesn't want you to read The Internal Revenue Service can wreak havoc on your life. But now you can confront America’s most
intimidating government agency with confidence. Packed with practical information and advice, Stand Up to the IRS reveals the tactics of the IRS and how
to deal with them. Turn to Stand Up to the IRS when you need help: defending your deductions filing a late return working out a long-term payment plan
stopping collection efforts avoiding property seizures determining if bankruptcy offers a solution learning what to say when you face an auditor, and
appealing an auditor's decision

J.K. Lasser's 1001 Deductions and Tax Breaks 2020
Tax Guide for Gig Workers
Author of cult classics The Pumpkin Plan and The Toilet Paper Entrepreneur offers a simple, counterintuitive cash management solution that will help
small businesses break out of the doom spiral and achieve instant profitability. Conventional accounting uses the logical (albeit, flawed) formula: Sales Expenses = Profit. The problem is, businesses are run by humans, and humans aren't always logical. Serial entrepreneur Mike Michalowicz has developed a
behavioral approach to accounting to flip the formula: Sales - Profit = Expenses. Just as the most effective weight loss strategy is to limit portions by using
smaller plates, Michalowicz shows that by taking profit first and apportioning only what remains for expenses, entrepreneurs will transform their businesses
from cash-eating monsters to profitable cash cows. Using Michalowicz's Profit First system, readers will learn that: · Following 4 simple principles can
simplify accounting and make it easier to manage a profitable business by looking at bank account balances. · A small, profitable business can be worth
much more than a large business surviving on its top line. · Businesses that attain early and sustained profitability have a better shot at achieving long-term
growth. With dozens of case studies, practical, step-by-step advice, and his signature sense of humor, Michalowicz has the game-changing roadmap for any
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entrepreneur to make money they always dreamed of.

J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2020
Reduce your taxes Completely updated for 2017 returns! Deduct It! shows you how to maximize your business deductions quickly, easily and legally. Easy
to read and full of real-world examples, Deduct It! will pay for itself many times over. It covers deductions for: start-up and operating expenses travel,
meals, and entertainment home offices medical expenses under Obamacare equipment and inventory and more. Deduct It! shows you how to avoid
problems with the IRS, such as having your business classified as a hobby. Whether your enterprise is just starting or well established, this book is
indispensable to your financial success. Includes the top and most valuable business deductions and how to claim them.

Tax Guide for Small Business
The tax facts and strategies that every small business owner needs to know for their 2020 tax return and year-round planning Owning a small business is a
big responsibility. While all small business owners seek to improve their bottom line, few realize all the ways that both current and new tax laws can help
them do so. With J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2021 you'll quickly discover how. Written in a straightforward and accessible style, this reliable
resource offers a complete overview of small business tax planning and provides you with the information needed to make tax-smart decisions throughout
the year. Focusing on strategies that help you use deductions and tax credits effectively, shield business income, and maximize other aspects of small
business taxes, this practical guide will show you how your actions in business today can affect your bottom line from a tax perspective tomorrow. It also
shows COVID-19-related refund opportunities to improve your cash flow. In this fully updated volume, you'll find: Detailed coverage of the newest tax
laws, court decisions, and IRS rulings Planning strategies that can help you run a tax-smart business all year long Comprehensive information on each
available write-off, such as the QBI deduction, as well as dollar limits and record-keeping requirements Clear instructions on where to report income and
claim deductions and credits on your tax forms Guidance on tax implications for PPP loans, opening or closing a business, running a sideline activity or
multiple businesses, and succession planning Help with state taxes and a guide to information returns you may need to file Sample forms and checklists to
help you prepare for tax time

J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2019
Employee Stock Options
A tax deduction guide just for professionals Keep your taxes under control! Architects, lawyers, dentists, chiropractors, doctors, and other licensed
professionals are subject to special tax rules. With this book, learn how to pay less to the IRS at tax time by taking advantage of the many tax deductions
available to professionals. Find out how to deduct: start-up expenses medical expenses retirement plan contributions continuing education costs vehicles,
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meals, and travel, and home office expenses. Tax Deductions for Professionalswill also help you choose the best legal structure, with detailed information
on limited liability companies, partnerships, and professional corporations. This new edition is updated to cover changes under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).

Lower Your Taxes - BIG TIME! 2019-2020: Small Business Wealth Building and Tax Reduction Secrets from an IRS Insider
Keep more of your hard-earned money!Tax deductions are essential to any business, but even more so when your office is also your home. You can spend
thousands on an accountant -- or you can turn to Home Business Tax Deductions and do it yourself!

Lower Your Taxes - Big Time!
"Offers a complete overview of small business tax planning and provides information needed to make tax-smart decisions throughout the year"--Back
cover.

Write It Off! Deduct It!
Dan Pilla's Small Business Tax Guide
"Information that licensed professionals with their own practices need to know to legally maximize their deductions and reduce their taxes"--Provided by
publisher.

Tax Deductions for Professionals
Every Landlord's Tax Deduction Guide
This book teaches business owners what they need to know about taxes for their small business and how to make the best tax-related decisions in all aspects
of their business. It is completely updated to cover new changes to the tax laws under the recently enacted CARES Act, including short-term changes to the
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act intended to help small businesses affected by the coronavirus pandemic. It has information on all aspects of taxes for a small
business owner, from how to choose the best business entity to tax deductions, recordkeeping, business losses, payroll taxes, fringe benefits, retirement
plans, and much more. It provides valuable tax-related strategies and information to help small business owners save money and run their business without
running into trouble with the IRS.
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How Money Walks - How $2 Trillion Moved Between the States, and Why It Matters
If you work with words, you need this book No writer likes to see their hard work or creativity copied by others—or to be accused of copying.
Fortunately,The Copyright Handbook provides everything you need to protect yourself. Find information and forms to help you: learn what copyright law
protects and doesn’t register your work with the Copyright Office deal with infringers, online and off transfer ownership of a copyright get international
copyright protection understand the “fair use” rule obtain permission to use copyrighted work, and profit from your copyright. The 14th edition is updated
with key court decisions and emerging rules in order to provide the latest guidance on registering and protecting your work. With Downloadable Forms:
Essential forms and agreements including a Copyright Assignment, Work-Made-for-Hire Agreement, Collaboration Agreement, and Permission Agreement
are available for download (details inside).

The Real Estate Agent's Tax Deduction Guide
More than a half-million new businesses are started every year by creative, energetic people looking to capitalize on their ideas and ingenuity.
Unfortunately, only about 3 out of 10 last more than two years, and only about 50% those make it five years. A key reason small businesses fail is because
of IRS problems. The tax code heaps a mountain of reporting, payment, and compliance obligations on small businesses that most business owners don't
know anything about. In fact, the Government Accountability Office once counted more than 200 distinct obligations placed on the shoulders of businesses.
Can you name all 200? Can you name even 20? If not, you need this book. And since the tax code was changed more than 5,900 times just since 2001, you
need this book now more than ever. In the Small Business Tax Guide, Dan covers important topics, including: - Identifying the 15 most common mistakes
small business make, and how to avoid them - - Whether an LLC, Subchapter S corporation or partnership is best for you - - Everything you need to know
about hiring employees and using independent contractors - - How to properly set up and use an office in your home - - How to avoid the IRS's costly
"hobby loss" rules - - How to avoid tax penalties that can kill your business - - How to properly deduct business travel and mileage expenses - Understanding the complex new rules for business meals and entertainment expenses - - Dan's fool-proof record-keeping system to keep you out of trouble
with the IRS - - Plus much, much more! It's not enough to be the creative genius behind your company. You also have to keep your company out of trouble
with the IRS. Don't get clobbered for violating tax rules you never knew existed. If you currently operate or intend to operate your own small business, you
need this important new book right now.

Basis of Assets
Pay less to the IRS For any home business, claiming all the tax deductions you are entitled to is essential to your business’s financial success. Don’t miss
out on the many valuable deductions you can claim. Here, you’ll find out how to deduct: start-up costs home office expenses vehicles, meals, and travel
expenses medical expenses, and retirement expenses. You’ll also learn how to keep accurate, thorough records in case the IRS ever comes calling. Easy to
read and full of real-life examples, this book can help you take advantage of all the valuable deductions you are entitled to. The 16th edition is updated to
cover changes under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
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J.K. Lasser's 1001 Deductions and Tax Breaks 2013
The complete tax guide for Airbnb and other short-term rental hosts As a short-term rental host, you’re entitled to many valuable deductions and other tax
benefits. This book—the first of its kind—shows you how to make the most of your hosting business without risking problems with the IRS Learn everything
you need to know about taxes, including: deductions you should be taking how to report your short-term rental income how to deduct losses and vacation
home and tax-free rental rules. Whether you rent your property through Airbnb, FlipKey, TripAdvisor, Craigslist, or VRBO, you want to make sure you
understand these tax rules, including the new 20% pass-through deduction. This edition includes comprehensive coverage of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).

The Copyright Handbook
"Learn about the most important deductions and how to plan and track your expenses all year so you avoid problems with the IRS. The information is
organized into categories that explain the rules for each type of deduction, including: - operating expenses - home and outside office - vehicles and travel"--

422 Tax Deductions for Businesses and Self-Employed Individuals
Maximize your bottom line with the nation's most trusted small business tax guide J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2020 is the small business owner's
ultimate guide to a money-saving, stress-free tax season. Providing straightforward advice from the nation's most trusted tax expert on small business taxes,
this book gives you the answers you need quickly, with clear, concise guidance. Updated to cover changes from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and other
legislation, this edition also includes an e-supplement covering additional developments from Congress and the IRS to keep you fully up-to-date. A
complete listing of all available business deductions and credits helps you identify those you qualify for, and includes critical information on dollar limits,
recordkeeping requirements, and how to actually take the write-off—all the way down to the IRS form to use. Organizational and planning strategies help
you get through the process quickly and with fewer headaches, and this year's changes to the tax laws are explained in terms of how they affect your filing.
Keeping up with the intricacies of tax law and filing is a full-time job—but it's not your full-time job. You have a business to run. This book gives you the
guidance you need in the time that you have so you can get taxes out of the way and get back to work. Learn which expenses qualify for deductions—and
which ones don't Adopt a more organized recordkeeping system to streamline the filing process Explore small-business-specific strategies for starting or
closing a business, running a sideline business, and operating in multiple businesses Decode the various forms and worksheets correctly with step-by-step
guidance Audit-proof your return Review obligations for the “other taxes,” including payroll and excise taxes Every year, millions of small business
owners overpay their taxes because they lack the time and expertise to make tax-sensitive business decisions throughout the year only to learn that it’s too
late to act when it comes to tax time. Now you can put your money back where it belongs—in your business. J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2020 helps
you take wise actions during the year and tells you how to file completely and accurately while maximizing your bottom line.

Home Business Tax Deductions
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Some investors pay little or no tax on their income; their wealth grows faster and faster and gives them more cash to spend. Some families hand down large
fortunes without paying a gift or estate tax. And some know how to turn their easy-to-seize investments into wealth that would be repellent to someone
thinking of suing them. Keep What You Earn tells the secrets of these canny investors--and shows how any other investor can use them, too.

Stand Up to the IRS
Strategies from an IRS insider for slashing taxes, maximizing legal deductions, avoiding audits, and more Completely updated for all of the new 2005 and
2006 Tax Laws! Through his years as an IRS tax attorney, Sandy Botkin discovered that most Americans could legally and dramatically cut their tax bills
by establishing themselves as independent contractors or businesspersons. In Lower Your Taxes--Big Time!, fully updated for 2005 and 2006, Botkin
explains how, outlining a straightforward program for writing off everything from family vacations to movies and plays, and receiving a subsidy of $5,000
or more from the IRS each and every year. From tips for launching a business to strategies for audit-proofing a return, Lower Your Taxes--Big Time! is a
gold mine of information for every frustrated taxpayer. Tax-cutting strategies include: How, why, and when to incorporate Fail-safe methods for deducting
a home office and family car Simple but essential record-keeping tips Tax advantages of being a consultant,independent contractor, or independent
businessperson

J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2016
A complete list of individual tax relief opportunities J.K. Lasser's 1001 Deductions and Tax Breaks 2020 is the complete and thorough guide to reducing
your tax burden. By listing every possible deduction and credit available to individual taxpayers, this book can help you achieve substantial savings on your
2020 tax return. Updated and expanded to cover new and changing tax law, this edition also includes an e-supplement covering the latest developments
from Congress and the IRS to keep you fully up-to-date. Stop overpaying and gain peace of mind as you find the answers you need for your specific tax
situation. Mine your paperwork for write-off opportunities, and claim your tax breaks correctly; easy-to-follow instructions give you clear guidance through
the maze of worksheets to help you reclaim what is legally yours. Echoing cries of "Can I claim?", "How do I deduct?", "Where do I find?" mean it's tax
season again, and America's most trusted tax advisor is here to take away the stress. Find answers, save money, and streamline the filing process. Examine
your records for deduction opportunities Identify each and every deduction for which you qualify Learn about new or updated deductions for your 2018
return See what types of income are tax free Claim correctly, with the appropriate forms and evidence Deductions and credits were put in place precisely to
help everyday people like yourself keep more of their hard-earned money—but only if you claim them. Instead of mounting an expedition into impenetrable
tax code, let an expert do the legwork for you: J.K. Lasser's 1001 Deductions and Tax Breaks 2020 gives you the straightforward, no-nonsense information
you need to stop overpaying and keep more of what's yours.

J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2021
This one-of-a-kind book includes all the legal and tax information an independent contractor need to start and run a successful freelance or consulting
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business.
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